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SPECTROCHEMICAL ANALYSIS, nv L. H. Aunrxs, 364 pp., Cambridge, Mass.,
Addison-Wesley Press, Inc., 1950.

WAVELENGTH TABLES OF SENSITIVE LINES, By L. H. Aunnns, 92 pp., Cam-
bridge, Mass., Addison-Wesley Press, Inc., 1951.

Spectrochemical analysis of natural materials is still largely an art despite the fact
that great progress has been made in the past 10 years in making such analysis reproducible
from laboratory to laboratory. rn preparing the two volumes here reviewed, Professor
Ahrens, one of the leading American practitioners of the spectrochemical art, has per,
formed a great service to those engaged in making spectrochemical analyses and to those
who use them.

Professor George R. Harrison, in his foreword to the first volume, states well the need
for the book:

Several excellent books which deal with the basic theory and application of spectros-
copy to the analysis of materials have appeared recently, but there has been great
need for a series of volumes dealing more specifically with the detailed problems that
arise in analyzing samples of one given type or another. The present volume will go
far toward meeting this need insofar as the mineralogist and the metallurgist are con-
cerned; after discussing spectrochemical analysis briefly it concentrates on the special
problems met with in analyzing rock, ore, mineral, and soil samples, and conveniently
integrates the accumulation of new lore for which a vast and rapidly gro.rlr'ing literature
must otherwise be combed.

In his preface, Professor Ahrens sets forth the scope of the book:

In recent vears spectrochemical analysis has been efiectively employed to an ever-
increasing extent for the analysis of a very wide variety of materials. Included in
this list are minerals, rocks, soils, ceramic materials, refractories, slag, and biological
ash. . . . There exists an urgent need for books on the anall'sis of the various sub-
stances which have been noted above and this book has been written in the hope that
it will partll' fu]fil] this need. It has been prepared chiefly for the analysis of minerals,
rocks, and soils, but much of its content applies also to the analysis of ceramic mate-
rials, refractories, slag, and biological ash. . . .

The source of excitation that has been most extensively employed for the analysis
of minerals, rocks, soils, and related material is the d.c. arc, and this book restricts
itself to the use of this source. . . .

This book has been divided into tv-o sections. The first, based partly on a course
in spectrochemical analysis given by the author in the Department of Geology at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, covers theory, general principles, techniques of
analysis, and other pertinent aspects of spectrochemical analysis. In the second section
the spectrochemi'stry oI each element is discussed. Instrumenlation lms in the main been
omitted, from this booh. Most necessary information of this type (description and dis-
cussion of spectrographic equipment) ma;r be found in some of the general texts listed
in the bibliography.

Part I, General Principles, consists of 10 chapters, covering Introductory Remarks,
The Origin and Interpretation of Spectra, Some Physical Features of the D.C. Arc Dis-
charge, Power of the Arc Source, Qualitative Analysrs, Selective Volatilization, General
Principles of Quantitative Analysis, Efiect of a Change of Composition on Line Intensity,
The Photographic Measurement of Radiant Energy and the Construction of a Working
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curve, and the Emission of Band Spectra from the Arc. There is a wealth of material in

these chapters thoughtfully and authoritatively discussed, such as, for example, arc

temperatures, electrode shapes and sizes, compositional effect in qualitative analysis, and

the very important subject of sampling and preparation of specimens. The discussion of

this last subject is restricted to methods of sampling and preparing material received in

the laboratorS'. The larger question of sampiing in the fie1d for spectrochemical analysis

perhaps has no place in this book; but it is a subject badly neglected and one needing more

research and discussion than it is currently receiving.

Part II, The Elements, consists of 13 chapters containing discussions of general semi-

quantitative and quantitative methods applicable to a large number of elements and to

appropriate groups of elements. The information in these chapters is detailed and will be

found of inestimable practical help to those engaged in the analytical procedures. Of

particular interest is the discussion in chapter 23, Common Elements Usualiy Present as

Major Constituents (Si, Al, Ca, Mg, Fe, Mn, Ti, K, and Na)'

The book concludes with an extensive but selective bibiiography, an adequate author

index and general index, wavelength tables, and the periodic table of elements. The wave-

length tables, a notable feature of the book, are the basis of the second volume here re-

viewed
This second volume, wavelength Tabies, gives in tabular form "the most"sensitive

lines of the elements in the arc and possible interfering lines within +0.4-0.5 A of each

sensitive line. Prepared particularly for the analysis of minerals, rocks, soils, meteorites,

and related materials." Information is given for 68 elements and inciudes general comments

on line sensitivity, Iine interference, excitation potentiais, and a table showing the detection-

limit concentrations of the elements in the d-c arc. There is also a separate table showing

the most sensitive lines of the rare-earth elements and a table showing line sensitivities

for visual (spectroscopic) analysis. Revisionary data on the well-known M.I.T. wavelength

tables are included, together with some line coincidence data and a bibliography.

The wavelength tables constituting the body of the work are arranged alphabetically

by elements. A most notable feature of the tables is the listing of interfering lines'

The t'wo volumes have substantial bindings, pleasing formats, and are printed on

non-glare paper. The second volume, Wavelength Tables, is printed on a gray paper that

is particularly pleasing to the eye, and the tables are easily read.

These two books can be heartily recommended to spectroscopists, geologists, geo-

chemists, metallurgists, soil scientists, and all others who have a use for spectrochemical

analyses.

JonN C. Rlssrrr
fI. S. Geological, Swttey,Wosh'ington, D. C.

ELEMENTI DI MINERALOGIA, sv Pror,o G.q.r-r-rrrr.r.r, Nistri-Lischi Editori, Pisa,

Italy. 1951. xvi and 575 pages, 455 text figures, 14 plates. Price, paper bound, Lire

4,000.

It is extremely interesting to compare, from time to time, the evolution of modern

mineralogy as reflected in textbooks. It is with the greatest sympathy that the reviewer

follows the efiorts of leading teachers of mineralogy and authors of textbooks in order to

see how they try to harmonize the requirements of routine instruction in geometric and

physical crystallography and of descriptive mineralogy with the principles of basic physical

chemistry, structural investigations or geochemistry.

One may have difierent opinions as to the actual usefulness of the "orthodox" or "con-

servative" as opposed to the "revolutionaty" types of textbooks that have preserved or

broken with the traditions oI the Berzelius chemical classification or the Dana textbook

style. This is especially true if the book is to be designed to attract not only specialists in
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mineralogy but also students in chemistry, engineering and practicai geology. often the
problem has arisen whether or not it is advisable to introduce a chapter on petrology into
mineralogical textbooks. Most authors have not, since the1, were of the opinion that the
inclusion of such a chapter would increase the size beyond reasonable limits. The fact
remains, however, that most students of mineralogy must combine a fundamental knowl-
edge of rock-forming minerals and of rocks with a good understanding of the basic methods
of mineralogical determination by optical techniques or by r-ray diffraction. This also
holds true for geology students interested in sedimentary rocks.

This dilemma of teaching mineralogy and writing mineraiogic textbooks brings about
an astonishing number of individual vierpoints. rn this respect this book by an outstand-
ing rtalian mineralogist is most pleasing, because the techniques of presentation are com-
bined for maximum usefulness to the reader. The author has found it possible to reconcile
the "orthodox" and the "revolutionary" approaches due to his wide experience in in-
structing chiefly students of chemistry and general science at the university of Modena.
He emphasizes the need of a good practical knowledge of geometric crystallography, in-
cluding methods o{ crystal projection, calculation of the axial elements and projection.
rn addition the author stresses tr-ray rnethods, from the Laue diagram and powder pat-
terns to the rotation and weissenberg goniometric method, including the application of
the Ewald construction, the reciprocal lattice, and the simplified Fourier and pamerson
analysis. Equally comprehensive are his discussions in the fields of applied mineralogy.
The instruction is even extended to the techniques of examining polished and etched sec-
tions in reflected light. The reviewer is pleased to note that a mineralogical author dis-
cusses all these items not merely in a few paragraphs but in considerable cletail based on
his own broad experience. The discussion is not restricted to natural minerals, but is ex-
tended to include numerous inorganic crystal structure types, such as alloys, intermetallic
compounds, etc. The reviewer does not recall many mineralogic textbooks of a similar
size which give their readers an equally impressive introduction into applied mineralogy.

rn the physical-chemical discussion of mineral genesis, the origin of magmatic rocks is
not outlined in detail, but the importance of the Gibbs phase rule is stressed. crystallo-
chemical principles in relation to geochemical problems, minerogenesis and mineral sta-
bility are likewise emphasized rhe application of v. M Goldschmidt's and L. pauling,s
laws of ionic replacement, ionic radii and their ratios, especially of the polarization phe-
nomena are treated in carefully prepared special sections.

In comparison rn'ith the 450 pages comprising the general chapters, the 100 pages
devoted to "Examples of Special Mineralogy" may appear very inadequate. However, it
may be stated that additional information on the most important minerals is found also
in paragr6phs of the general part. Therefore an evaluation based only on the number of
pages devoted to the "examples" does not do fuil justice to the essential minerals that the
author selected. The author came to the conclusion that by far most of his students are
interested in the description of ore minerals from which the fundamental metals are ob-
tained (Fe, Al, Cu; Pb, Ag, Zn, Cd, grouped genetically together; Sn, Hg, Au, pt, Ni,
Co, Mn, Cr), and the metals of ,,modern metallurgy,, (Ti, W, V, Ta-Cb, Li, Be, Sb, As,
Bi). The "non-metalliferous" minerals including those of Na, K, Mg, B, the nitrates,
apatite, those of Ba, Sr, the ornamental stones, fluorite, S, pyrite, graphite, the radioactive
minerals, and the rock-forming silicates are discussed in 30 pages, and classified according
to Strunz's structural scheme, with the Machatscki type formulation. rt is surprising how
satisfactory the information given here really is, in such a brief space devoted to ,,special

mineralogy." Of considerable aid are the photographic reproductions of selected minerals
which are, with a few exceptions, of excellent quality.

rt would be surprising if such a new approach toward writing a mineralogical textbook
would not meet with some objections. The generally high 1evel, however, on which the
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author has made his selections makes evident how carefully be surveyed the modern and

classifical internationai literature of crystallography and ph-vsical chemistry It would be

erroneous if the reader wouid consider it as "elementary" throughout. on the contraty,

the reviewer was sometimes surprised to find highly interesting and still unsolved problems

discussed. The following may be mentioned as a single example. on page 142 regular inter-

growths of quafiz and calcite are referred to which E. S. Dana (Am. I. Se., (3) 12, M8,

1876; Zeit. Krist., 1,39, 1876) described from Specimen Mt., Yellowstone Park, in which

(0112) of calcite is intergrown parallel to [10T1] of quartz. This rather neglected observation

(not cited in Dana's ,,System of Mineralogy," new edition) is related to the rare twin law

of quartz with (10T1) as the twinning plane (in the "Reichensteiner Quarzgruppe" de-

scribed as "Griesental law" by V. Goldschmidt (Tscherm. Min', Petro' Mitt.' 24, 157-166;

l7+-179,1905). A re-examination would be highly desirable with an extensive study of the

structural conditions for regular intergrou'ths and the meaning of what Goldschmidt de-

fined as an "induction effect" (Begiinstigung) by the calcite as host phase'

It may be regretted, on the other hand, that in the crystallographic-optical chapter

(p. 288) the elementary Fresnel construction for the determination of extinction directions

in random sections of crystals with low grade of symmetry is not described' This also

would have contributed to a better understanding of how the indicatrix is oriented by the

universai stage method, which is indispensable for the identification of natural and syn-

thetic crystals Some doubts might be explessed as to whether an average reader would be

able to follow profitably the recommended study (p. 308) of the highly mathematical

theory of circular birefringence recorded in the papers of M. Born and B. Y. Oke (Proc.

Roy. Soe. Lonilon,150, 84, 1935; l5l, 339, 1936). A quotation from the classical "Lehrbuch

der Kristalloptik" by F. Pockels (Leipzig, 1906, especially pp. 307 to 335) with a short

discussion of v. von Lang's double-shelled wave surface would probably have suficed.

In the chapter on the optical examination of opaque minerals (pp. 314-318) a reference

to the excellent paper of M. Berek (Fort. Min.,22, l-104, 1937), especially on the pho-

tometric methods for the determination of the orientation of the absorption indicatrix,

seems necessary. Special mention should be made of the prevailingly excellent crystallo-

graphic illustrations, especially in the chapter on crystal growth and twinning (pp' 125-

r44).
The reviewer has discovered certain minor defects in the text such as erroneous names

of authors and localities which can be remedied in a future edition. Also a few additional

suggestions may be added. In the discussion of the symmetrl' and space groups (pp"58,

168) the symbols and deductions of A. Schoenflies are used exclusively. The reviewer is

of the opinion that the internationally adopted Mauguin-Herrmann symbols must also

be used in modern structure discussions.

In the special part, on page 477, speaking of stannite, associated with cassitelite, the

important mining iocality of Llallagua is not menlioned. This would have offered a good

opportunity to call attention to the highly instructive occurrence of cassiterite formed from

gel minerals by the decomposition of sulfo-stannates in the oxidation zone of the deposits.

somewhat surprising, at least for an American reader, is the omission of kernite which

is by far the most important boron mineral on the American continent. On page 535,

the polymorphism of CaSiOr is not mentioned, although the occurrence of the complex

group [SiaOg] as a structural unit is referred to. Pseudo-wollastonite is a typical devitrifica-
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ogy and soil formation, not to speak of their importance in fuller's earth (e.g. fibrous
attapulgite) or as catalysts for low-temperature organic syntheses, etc.

These few selected criticisms are offered as suggestions in the revision of the book in
forthcoming editions. The Italian mineralogists can in all events feel very happy to see
this fine book given a position of merit in international mineralogical literature.

Wrr,nrru Errnr,,

CHEMISCHEANALYSEDERGESTEINEUND';Y::#{,:::";?::;:::-
nv J. Jmon, Verlag Birkhiiuser, Basel, 1952. Clothbound, 180 pages. Price 18.70 Fr.
for bound copy.

This is Volume VII, chemical series, of Lehrbiicher und Monographien aus dem Ge-
biete der exakten Wissenschaften. The book is divided into two parts: the first and larger
portion deals with the methods generally applicable in the analysis of silicate rocks; the
second part outlines specific applications and modifications for the analysis of minerals
such as albite, anorthite, beryl, biotite, hornblende, muscovite, etc.

The procedures are clearly written and are in general agreement with those given in
standard texts such as Hillebrand's Bulletin 700 pubiished by the U. S. Geological Survey.
The presentation reflects the attitude of a good professor in his classroom. Usually a para-
graph on general considerations opens the discussion, then follow in logical order a brief
outline of the principles of the method and finally the exact directions for an analysis. Pro-
cedures are outlined for the determination of both the major and minor constituents of
silicate rocks. Very few references and supporting data are given. However, the existence of
tri- and quadrivalent titanium in certain minerals has been demonstrated.

The absence of a subject index somev'hat detracts from the usefulness of the book, but
this omission is partly excusable because it is a short book and contains a fairly complete
table of contents.

J.luos I. Holrue,N,
National Bureou oJ Standards, Woshington 25, D. C.

THE BARKER INDEX OF CRYSTALS: A Mnrnor r.oR rHE loBNrrllca.rron ol.
Cnvstar,r,rnn SuusraNcns, sv M. W. Ponren AND R. C. Sprr,r,nn. Volume 1, Tetra-
gonal, Hexagonal, Trigonal, and Orthorhombic Systems. Part 1, Introduction and
Tables, x*250 pp., 74 figures. Part 2, Crystal Descriptions, x!1,027 pp Cambridge.
W. Heffer and Sons, Ltd., 1951. Prices. Part 1 30s; Part 2 84 l}s. Part 7 and 2, {6.

This volume, which is an index to most of the knor,r'n tetragonal, hexagonal and tri-
gonal, and orthorhombic substances, is essentially a treatise on determinative morphologi-
gical crystallography as initiated by Dr. T. V. Barker, who died in 1931. It is an attempt to
set down rules for dealing with crystal geometry "which witl enabie two independent
cr1'stallographers who have measured crystals of the same substance to choose the same
set of angles for identification" and, thus, to quickly and easily identify the substance by
its crystallography. The rules were formulated b1' Barker and have been applied by the
authors and others to the substances given in Groth'sChemischeKrystrallographi.eand in a
few other sources.

The statement of rules governing the choice of unit form (setting) and orientation is
lucid and straightforward. The unit plane which is selected is that which gives the greatest
numbero f s imp lep lanes , t hesebe ing  {001 } ,  { 100 } ,  [ 010 ] ,  [ 110 ] ,  { 101 } ,  { 011 } , and  {111 } .
In the hexagonal system 4-index symbols, 2 may enter into the indices of simplest planes.
In cases where two or more different unit planes give the same number of simple planes,
rules are set forth to eliminate all except one. Since the method is concerned with the
identification of substances bv their crvstal form. it mav not be too imoortant that the
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unit thus chosen can conceivabl)r differ from the structural unit. The efiects of glide

planes, screw axes, and lattice centering upon the occurr€nce of simple planes is ignored;

but oftentimes the selection of a unit which gives the largest number of simple planes does

yield the structural unit, so the disadvantage is not too serious

An elementary explanation of the Barker Index for non-crystallographers by L. W.

Codd introduces Part 1 of Volume L This treatment is fairly rigorous and probably useful

to beginning students of geometrical crystallography. It discusses: interfacial angles;

spherical, stereographic, and gnomonic projections (the spherical projections which he

uses are not too spherical-but serve their purpose very well); and zonal relationships. A

heavy emphasis on zones seems to spring from a reluctance to leave one-circle goniometry,

the principal argument being the advantage of being able to identify symmetries (highl1.

doubtful!). Since one setting for many crystals is frequently all that can be made, zones

and zonal relationships are actually better studied by measuring on a two-circle goniometer

and plotting on a WuIfi stereographic net
Aside from the fact that there probably can be no short cut to an understanding of

crystallography, such as Mr. Codd attempts, several non rigorous approaches leave much

to be desired. For example, he shows the determination of zone symbols by the usual cross

multiplication of indices of two faces in the zone, but in the cross multiplication he uses as

indices of the two faces hkl and pqr. This should prove rather confusing to the beginner.

The indexing of faces by use of the stereographic projection is not at all convincing. Too

often the word setting, meaning unit, is ambiguously used to refer to orientation or to unit

and orientation. It would be less confusing to restrict setting Io the position of mounting of

a crystal for measurement and to use the rigorousterms uni.l and or'i'mtah,on where thel'

apply. Dr Hey, in his later treatment, has been more precise in his use oI setti'ng. On page

78, however, heuses selt'ing in the sense ol unit,b:utinPart2, page viii, setti'ng catriesthe

connotation of combined unit and orientation.
Codd describes seven crystal systems) but he follows the British custom of recognizing

a trigonal system n'hich contains seven crystal classes, of which ft'o must be hexagonal

whiie the other five may be hexagonal or rhombohedral. Hey recognizes this ambiguity, but

uses the trigonal system in spite of its non rigorous character.
Pages 68 to 119 of Part 1 are AN lNrnolucrroN ro rHE Benrcn Iworxby Dr. M. H'

Hey. His writing is very clear, rigorous, and in fine style. This section makes no pretense

of being an introduction to goniometry, but it wouid certainly be of considerable value to

the beginner in crystallography He emphasizes that the Barker Index reduces the 32

crystal classes to 11 centrosymmetric Laue groups by assuming the existence of a center

of symmetry in all cases. In the tegragonal, hexagonal, and trigonal systems he notes the

existence of raslricted and JreeLaue groups based upon the presence or absence, respectively,

of vertical planes of symmetry. In the resfuicted classes the choice of orientation is fixed,

but there is freedom of choice of orientation in the free classes. Hey states that orientati'on
probl,ems only arise in the orthorhomb'ic, monocl,inic, and' anorthic systems, but his/ree classes

present some problems as well.
The critical angle for orthorhombic, tetragonal, hexagonal and trigonal substances in

the Barker Index is the angie cr (001A101). In the orthorhombic system there are two

additional angles. The first, am (100n 110), must be less than 45" but closer to 45o than

cr or ttie third angle bq (010r^011). These angles are in cyclic order. In case the angles

cannot be measured because a plane or planes are missing, they may be calculated accord-

ing to given procedures or by methods which are avaiiable to any crystallographer. Iso-

metric substances are not included in the Index, since they do not have distinctive angles.

Once the classification angle or angles are known, it is a simple matter to refer to the

determinative tables where cr values are listed according to increasing magnitude' The
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subsidiary angles and) or the physical properties are then Sumcient to narrow the choice

from the range of possibilities to the correct species.
Hey has done a real service in his excellent treatment oI goniometry under the micro-

scope and from photographs.

The experienced crystallographer will be able to proceed with the Index with not more

than a half hour study. He u'ill find useful Ihe multi.pl,e tangent tables; the d'elerminatit:e

geometrical, tables based on increasing angle cr; the iletermi,natite l\tical tables where

uniaxial substances are listed according to increasing o and orthorhombic substances are

Iisted according to increasing B (beta is improperly called the ('mean') index in one section);

and the determinative tables based on increasi,ng speci,f,c gratity and on'increasing melting

points.TheAlphabetical List of ENcr-rsn CnrMrc.qr-,q.no MrNDnAlocrcAl NAMES' plus the

Ar-pnasntrcer, Lrsr ol Grnu,tN Cnnurc,qr, Nalrps as Useo rv Gnotr complete Part 1'

A11 of these tables and lists are cross indexed with the thorough summaries of the properties

of the substances, which are given in Part 2.
Part 2 is composed of three difierent sections devoted to tetragonai, hexagonal and

trigonal, and orthorhombic substances. Within each section the substances are listed in

the order given by Groth. Each substance is named and chemically defined and is given a

reference number (there are 401 tetragonal, 434 hexagonal and trigonal, and 2,156 or-

thorhombic entries). References to Groth and otherchemicalworks are made The classi-

fication angles are listed, and the transformation formula-Barker to Groth-is given'

Critical crystal forms are notedl the form indices are based on the Barker unit and orienta-

tion; the form letters are those of Groth for cross reference purposes.

A condensed description of the substance as given by Groth follows. (Ambiguitl'

arises here, however, for the form indices are not those of Barker but of Groth.) The crystal

class of the substance is given both with Hermann-Mauguin and with Schoenflies symbols.

The habit, physical, and optical properties are summarized. Transformation formulae-

Groth to Barker and others-are given. The description closes with the r-ray spacings

where they are known of the three most intense lines as given by ASTM.

These two parts of volume 1 represent a prodigious amount of work on the part of the

disciples of Barker's approach to determinative crystal geometry. That other approaches

might serve as well is of little moment. The fact is that through this work the authors have

raised geometrical crystallography from the realm of the abstract to a position of unique

value as a determinative tool. No longer can crystallography be considered an adjunct of

mineralogy, alone. This work must go a long way torn'ard convincing the chemical pro-

fession and others that crystallography is a tool without which they cannot afford to con-

tinue. The mineralogist may find Part 1 of this volume sufflcient for determinative pur-

poses, since line Neu Dana System of Mineralogy, Volume I and II, suppiy most of the

information that is in Part2. It would seem, however, that the cross references involved

in Parts 1 and 2 would make the purchase of both highly desirable.
C. W. Wor.rr,

Boston Unitersity, Boston, Moss-

PRINCIPLES OF GEOCHEMISTRY sv Bm.{N M,tsoN, 276 pp.,42 figures, 39 tables'

John Wiley and Sons, Inc. 1952. $5.00.

Here at last is the book that fulfills adequately the long-felt need for a tertbook in

geochemistry, written by a student of one of the pioneers and outstanding figures in the

field, V. M. Goldschmidt. Although another recent book, Geochemistry by Rankama and

Sahama, is more encyclopedic in scope and offers more detailed information on the oc-

currence and distribution of the individual elements, Pri.ncipl,es oJ Geochemistry by Brian

Mason of Indiana university, reaches the happy intermediate level, considerably above
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that of an elementary treatise and somewhat below that of a source book. Not only has
the author succeeded in distilling down the enormous vatfull of geochemical data available
from the literature, but he has likewise been able to instill in his product a flavor that will
undoubtedly be palatable to the rnajority of users.

The plan of the work has obviously been carefully fashioned. AJter a short introduction
dealing with definition, history and references, Chapter two discusses the relations of the
earth to the universe. Here are assembled brief accounts of the most recent ideas on the
nature, age and origin of the universe, nature and origin of the solar system (emphasizing
the version of von Weizsiicker), the compositions of the universe, sun, planets and me-
teorites, and finally, cosmic abundance and origin of the elements.

The structure and composition of the earth are the subjects of Chapter three, in which
seismic, density and temperature data are reviewed, structural conclusions summarized,
various earth models are critically examined and the zones of the earth-atmosphere,
biosphere, hydrosphere, crust, mantle and core are chemically described. The chapter
concludes with sections on the primary geochemical difierentiation of the earth, geochem-
ical classification of the elements and an interesting and well-constructed bit on the pre-
geological history of the earth.

Chapter four, Some thermodynamics and crystal chemistry, is in part a diversion
from the general theme of the book. Most of it is chemistry and basic crystallography which
the author deems necessary for a complete understanding of geochemical concepts. If the
book is used as a text, this section may be of value to students whose backgrounds in
collateral fields is incomplete. Magmatism and igneous rocks, Chapter five, considers the
nature and composition of magmas, the crystal chemistry of the common rock minerals,
crystallization of silicate melts, their minor and volatile elements and the relation between
ore deposition and the magmatic cycle. It is interesting to speculate why the author, in
choosing his species lists of the groups of common minerals, included such a rare example as
johannsenite under the pyroxenes and omitted the more widespread hastingsite under
amphiboles. In some groups the relations between "species" are not clearly indicated
nor the complete isomorphism in series indicated. The discussion of pegmatites, when one
considers the wealth of recent iiterature, is elementary, and it is most unfortunate that the
author assists in perpetuating the notion that some mineralogically simple pegmatites have
formed by differential fusion.

Sedimentation and sedimentary rocks are treated in Chapter six under such subtopics
as composition, physico-chemical factors, pH, redox potential, colloids and products of
sedimentation. Next follow three chapters (7, 8, 9) describing successively the hydro-
sphere, atmosphere and biosphere, each as to nature and composition and development.
rn the last of the three are sections on coal and petroleum as well as trace elements in
biogenic deposits.

In Chapter ten, on Metamorphism and metamorphic rocks, the author considers
chemical and mineral composition, mineral stability, thermodynamics and kinetics of
metamorphism, metamorphic phase rule, facies, metasomatism and ultra metamorphism.
It is gratifying to note that the author deemphasizes the role of ionic migration through
solids as an important factor in large-scale rock transformations. The final chapter, The
geochemical cycle, is a succinct summation.

Minor typographical and grammatical defects are at a minimum and there appear to
be few significant omissions or misstatements: The organization is coherent, the presenta-
tion is cogent and the topography is clear. Line drawings are completely legible, but their
number probably could have been increased. Each chapter is followed by an excellent
selected bibliography which includes " . . . comprehensive texts, significant recent papers
(especially those in journals not usually referred to by geologists), and review articles with
comprehensive bibliographies." Fortunately Russian sources have not been neglected,
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and the reviewer was pleased to note a description, one of the few in English, of Vernad-

sky's terms, clarke and concentration clarke (pp.42-43).

To all students of geochemistry, whether their interest stems from the preficial or the

sufficial roots of the name, this book is completely recommended as a highly readable and

useable integrated account of the physical and chemical history of our planet.

E. Wla. Honrnrcn
Uniaasi'ty oJ Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mi'chigan

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE MEASUREMENT OF GEOLOGIC

TIME, 1950-51. Division of Geology and Geography, National Academy of Sciences-

National Research Council. Publication 212, 140 pp., 1952. Mimeographed, $1.00.

The 1950-51 report of the Committee on the Measurement of Geologic Time, prepared

under the direction of John P. Marble, Chairman, includes the following reports: (1) Sum-

mary report of the Committee on the Measurement of Geologic Time for 1950-51 by

J. P. Marble; (2) Annotated Bibliography of Articles Related to the Measurement of

Geologic Time, compiled by J. P. Marble (nearly tl00 entries); (3) Abstracts of Papers

delivered at the Symposium on the Measurement of Geologic "Iime, Am. Geophys. Un'

April 30 and May 2, 1951 (Articles published in toto Trans. Am. Geophys. Un.33(2),

150-203, l95D; @) Extracts from the Preliminary Report of the Committee on the Meas-

urement of Geological Time in India, 1947-1950; and (5) Natural Variations in Isotopic

Ratios of the Chemical Elements (A Report to the Commission on Atomic Weights, fnter-

national Union of Chemistry, September, 1951) by J. P. Marble.

As in previous years this report will again be welcomed by geologists and mineralogists

as a source book offering an integrated discussion and summation of world wide progress

and results in geological age determination studies.
E. Wu. Ilrnvnrcrr
Unioersity oJ Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

THE FORMATION OF MINERAL DEPOSITS, sv ALlr$ M. Barou.rN. John Wiley &

Sons, Inc., New York. 371 pp. 1951. $5.50.

The Formation of Mineral Depos,its is a partly reconstituted, streamlined version of

Part I (Principles and Processes) of Bateman's well known larger textbook, Economic

Mineral Deposits, " . . . written,t' as the dust jacket states, "in language as non-technical

as possible . . . ." Some of the illustrations are new; others are repeated from the more ad-

vanced book. The organizational patterns of the two works are very similar. Chapter

subjects in the new book include: materials of mineral deposits, history of their study,

their relation to igneous activity, mineralizing solutions, magmatic processes, contact-

metasomatism, hydrothermal processes, sedimentary, weathering and ground water

processes, metamorphic processes, controls of mineral localization, exploration and mineral

resources. Despite its general title the book is concerned mainly with mineral deposits of

economic signi,ftance and is not primarily a textbook on mineral paragenesis. The book has

a well-considered scope, and every effort has been made to provide background information

for the discussion of the more advanced ideas presented. Despite the author's statement

that "A knowledge of mineralogy is not prerequisite," it is dificult to believe that average

readers without a command of basic mineralogy and geology can assimilate the work com-
pletely. Nevertheless it goes farttrer than any other available book toward accomplishing

its aim, na.rrely "to serve general readers interested in mineral substances, and scientists,

engineers, industrialists, and others who deal with the mining profession and business, as

well as students who desire collateral reading in other courses or in a brief course in mineral

deposits." For these the book can be recommended most strongly.

E. Wu. Ilnntnrcn,
Uni.arsi,ty ol Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mdchigan
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EINFUHRUNG IN DIE KRISTALLOPTIK sv EnBTHIRD Bucriwar,o. Sammlung
G6schen, Band 619, Walter de Gruyter & Co. 4th edition. 138 pages,127 text figures.
1952. DM 2.40.

Professor Buchwald's (Jena) simplified introduction to the optical properties of crystals
is one of a long series of small (4' X6") books published as the Gdschen collection, a series
apparently similar to the College Outline Series published by Barnes and Noble. Following
a brief introduction and a short discussion of crystallography, the book is divided into
four parts. The first part is titled "Double refraction and polarization," containing in
addition discussions of optical surfaces, index of refraction, and conical refraction. "Inter-
ference phenomena in polarized iight," both parallel and convergent, comprises the second
part. The third part contains a discussion of "crystals showing optical rotation and ab-
sorption." In an attempt to explain further the observations of the first three parts, the
fourth part contains a discussion of the behavior of light in the crystal structure; it is
entitled "Lattice optics of the visible spectrum."

Not only is the organization foreign to most texts on optical mineralogy, although
nonetheless logical, but the subject content is difierent and refreshing. The book is con-
cerned solely with the theories and proofs of the theories on the behavior of light in crystals;
no consideration is given to optical mineralogy or to the microscope. The discussion is most
clear and understandable for such an abbreviated treatment of a complex subject, although
some American readers will find the German somewhat dificult.

From past reviews of earlier editions in the Central,bl,al.t, Lhts book apparently has been
popular with students, for whom it is written. It contains much clarifying and additional
material to that found in texts on optical mineralogy. Also from past reviews, it appears
that this edition represents little change from the third edition, but considerable change
from the first two editions, which contained less discussion of anisotropic crystals and of
the electromagnetic wave theory, and more treatment of the efiects of physical variables,
such as temperature, on the optical constants.

The book is well printed on good paper, and has paper covers. It is most useful for its
discussion, albeit too brief, of the electromagnetic wave theory, proofs of laws of optical
crystallography, and of the behavior of light in the crystal structure.

Geoncn J. Nournnunc

GIANTS OF GEOLOGY sy C.annolr, LeNo FnNror.r AND Mrr-DRED Aomrs FnNror.
Doubleday & Company, Inc., Garden City, New York. 1952. Price $3.50.
Geology as an organized body of scientific information rs less than 200 years old. How-

ever people have been making observations of geological phenomena for more than 2,000
years. The history of Geology is naturaliy closely associated with the men who have worked
in this field and Giants of Geology introduces us briefly to some of these early observers.
As early as 585 B.C. Thales of Miletus was studying the Nile delta and the deposition of
silt by the famous Meander River. The celebrated philosopher Aristotle (born 384 B.C.)
made observations on the stars and the earth. Pliny, who perished in the eruption of
Mount Vesuvius in the year 79 A.D., wrote Natural History in which he describes earth-
quakes, and comments on the occurrences of gold, silver, and iron,

Many workers in the early history of Geology were greatiy influenced and often ham-
pered by narrow theological concepts which extend down to recent times and are especially
evident in the fields of Evolution and Paleontology. There were fierce conflicts concerning
the nature of fossils and some of the exolanations that were siven to account for these
organisms are absurd and grotesque. The great artist, Leonaido da Vinci (1452-1519)
gave one of the first correct explanations of the occurrences of fossils in rocks.

Nicolaus Steno, born at Copenhagen in 1638, was greatly puzzled when he found solid
shells enclosed in solid rock. He correctly assumed that these shells had once belonged to
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living animals but larger bones and teeth he thought must have belonged to elephants
which Hannibal used in his war against Rome in 218 B.C.

Geological thinking has often been dominated by strong personalities. This may retard
the growth of a young science just as fixed ideas always do but fortunately there have
always been dissenters in Geology who refuse to accept the dictates even of so-called au-
thorities.

Abraham Gottiob Werner was one of these strong characters. IIe was born in 1749 and
spent much of his life around Leipzig Werner did not travel extensively and he apparentll'
read very little yet he produced a booklet of 28 pages in which he undertook to tell the
complete story of the earth. Werner attracted many enthusiastic students who roamed
widely in search of illustrations of the master's ideas. James llutton lvas one of the rebels
who attacked Werner's system with great success. Hutton believed that the face oI the
earth has undergone many changes and thus he is in agreement with modern geological
thought. Hutton's great work was entitled "Theory of the Earth, With Proofs and Il-
lustrations."

Charles Lyell's famous work, the Principles of Geology, was a sensation and helped
greatly to establish geology as a sound and very reasonable science. He traveled widely
and observed keenly and was alrnays searching for new material. He visited Canada and
the United States in 1841 and gave a famous series of lectures in Boston. The Principles
grew with each successive edition. One of these editions contains fifteen chapters on Dar-
win's Origin of Species Lyell accepted the main conclusions of Darwin with enthusiasm.
He died in 1875, a greatly respected man, and his {riends asked that he be buried in West-
minster Abbey.

Giants of Geology thus carries the story o{ geology down through many famous persons
into recent times. The loibles of the great are mentioned and we see many of them as fine,
friendly characters who believed in the great science of geology and many of these men
were inspiring teachers They have enriched the subject of geology and have helped many
people to enjoy the earth upon which we live.

Giants of Geology is written with a light touch but, after all, geologists have their
lighter moments. The book should interest the general reader and students of geology
will find it a valuable store of information on the historl' of their subject.,

R. C. Husspv,
Un'irersity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

METEORITE COLLECTIONS IN HUNGARY. (MAGYARORSZAG METEORIT.
GYUJTEMENYEI) nv Torory (LAzt-6)luo Duucrr NfE VENDL (MLnre). Buda-
pest  (1951).

This book of 102 pages is mainly a list in Hungarian and English of the meteorites in
the National Museum of Natural History in Budapest. The list is in duplicate, the falls
being arranged first alphabetically by locality of fall; and again according to the classifica-
tion of Prior. There is no descriptive matter except the weight of each specimen but the
total weight of each fall is not indicated.

According to a very brief introduction the first meteorite rvas acquired in 1815. At
present 484 localities are represented by 1295 specimens. There are pieces of all falis (12
stones and 4 irons) that had fallen in Hungary before 1918. There are only 45 falls in the
collection dated later than 1900 and the latest fall noted was of 1931.

Three much smaller collections of meteorites in other Hungarian institutions are also
listed in the same way.

C. Per.ncnn,
C ambrid ge, M os s achusetts
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